
COMPONENTS / DEVICES (SEMICONDUCTORS)
PSCC   PRODUCT

1 7649204 Parts including printed circuit assemblies for products of sub-items 764.21-01, 764.23-02, 764.24-01 and 764.25-01 (Gross kg)
2 7649312 Printed circuit boards incorporating semi-conductor elements (Gross kg)
3 7711901 Instrument transformers (potential) having a power handling capacity not exceeding 1kVA (No.)
4 7711902 Flyback transformers having a power handling capacity not exceeding 1kVA (No.)
5 7711904 Transformers for radio and television other than those of sub-item 771.19-02 (No.)
6 7711906 Intermediate frequency transformers having a power handling capacity not exceeding 1 kVA (No.)
7 7711909 Other transformers having a power handling capacity not exceeding 1 kVA (No.)
8 7712100 Static converters (e.g., rectifiers) (Gross kg)
9 7712301 Fluorescent ballasts (No.)

10 7712302 Mercury ballasts (No.)
11 7712309 Other ballasts for discharge lamps or tubes (No.)
12 7712500 Other inductors (Gross kg)
13 7712905 Inductor parts (Gross kg)
14 7722001 Radio printed circuit board (Gross kg)
15 7722002 Television printed circuit boards, whether shared or punched (Gross kg)
16 7722009 Other printed circuits (Gross kg)
17 7723100 Fixed carbon resistors, composition or film types (Gross kg)
18 7723201 Fixed resistors for a power handling capacity not exceeding 20 W (Gross kg)
19 7723209 Other fixed resistors, n.e.s. (Gross kg)
20 7723301 Wire wound variable resistors (including rheostats and potentiometers) for a power handling capacity not exceeding 20 W (Gross kg)
21 7723309 Other wire wound variable resistors (including rheostats and potentiometers) (Gross kg)
22 7723501 Barretters (Gross kg)
23 7723502 Thermistors (Gross kg)
24 7723509 Other variable resistors (including rheostats and potentiometers) (Gross kg)
25 7723800 Parts for the electrical resistors of subgroup 772.3 (Gross kg)
26 7725401 Relays for a voltage not exceeding 60 V (Gross kg)
27 7725402 Relays for a voltage exceeding 60 V (Gross kg)
28 7725501 Change-over switches (Gross kg)
29 7725502 Small switches for use in radio apparatus, electrical instruments and similar apparatus (Gross kg)
30 7725503 Switches of a kind used in domestic electrical wiring (Gross kg)
31 7725504 Switches for industrial application (e.g., limit switches, cam switches, micro switches and proximity switches (Gross kg)
32 7725505 Thermo-electric switches (starters) for starting fluorescent lamps (Gross kg)
33 7725508 Microphone switches and power switches for television or radio receivers; switches for electric fans (Gross kg)

PROPOSED ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY PRODUCT COVERAGE
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PSCC   PRODUCT
34 7725804 Audio/video sockets and cathode ray tube (CRT) sockets for television or radio receivers (Gross kg)
35 7742300 X-ray tubes (No.)
36 7762501 Magnetrons (No.)
37 7762502 Klystrons (No.)
38 7762509 Other microwave tubes (excluding grid-controlled tubes) other valves and tubes (No.)
39 7762701 Receiver or amplifier valves and tubes (No.)
40 7762709 Other electronic valves and tubes, n.e.s. (No.)
41 7762901 Electron guns and parts thereof of television picture tubes (Gross kg)
42 7762903 Parts of monochrome or black and white television picture tubes (Gross Kg)
43 7762902 Television deflection yokes and parts thereof (Gross kg)
44 7762909 Parts of other cathode-ray tubes (Gross kg.)
45 7762919 Parts, n.e.s., of the electronic tubes and valves of subgroups 776.1 and 776.2 (Gross kg)
46 7763100 Diodes, not photosensitive nor light emitting diodes (Gross Kg)
47 7763200 Transistors (excluding photosensitive transistors) with a dissipation rate of less than 1 watt (Gross Kg)
48 7763300 Transistors (excluding photosensitive transistors) with a dissipation rate of 1 watt or more (Gross Kg)
49 7763500 Thyristors, diacs and triacs (excluding photosensitive devices) (Gross kg)
50 7763701 Photosensitive semi-conductor  devices, whether or not in modules or made up into panels (Gross kg)
51 7763702 Light emitting diodes (Gross Kg.)
52 7763703 Photovoltaic cells whether or not assembled in modules or made up into panels (Gross Kg)
53 7763900 Other semi-conductor devices (Gross Kg.)
54 7764101 Cards incorporating electronic integrated circuits (“SMART CARDS”) (Gross kg)
55 7764102 Metal Oxide Semiconductors (MOS Technology) (Gross kg)
56 7764103 Circuits obtained by bipolar technology (Gross kg)
57 7764109 Other monolithic digital integrated circuits (Gross kg)
58 7764300 Non-digital monolithic integrated units (Gross kg)
59 7764500 Hybrid integrated circuits (Gross kg)
60 7764900 Other electronic integrated circuits and micro assemblies (Gross kg)
61 7768100 Piezo-electric crystals, mounted (Gross kg)
62 7768801 Parts of the devices of subgroup 776.3 (Gross kg)
63 7768802 Parts of mounted piezo-electric crystals (Gross kg)
64 7768803 Parts of photovoltaic cells (Gross kg)
65 7768900 Parts of electronic integrated circuits and micro assemblies (Gross kg)
66 7786100
67 7786200 Tantalum fixed capacitors (Gross kg)
68 7786300 Aluminum electrolytic fixed capacitors (Gross kg)

Fixed capacitors designed for use in 50/60 Hz circuits and having a reactive power handling capacity of not less than 0.5 KVAR (power capacitors) (Gross kg)
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PSCC   PRODUCT
69 7786400 Ceramic dielectric fixed capacitors, single layer (Gross kg)
70 7786500 Ceramic dielectric fixed capacitors, multi-layer (Gross kg)
71 7786600 Paper or plastic dielectric fixed capacitors (Gross kg)
72 7786701 Power factor correction capacitors (static capacitors) (Gross kg)
73 7786702 Ignition condensers (Gross kg)
74 7786709 Other fixed capacitors, n.e.s. (Gross kg)
75 7786801 Variable capacitors or tuning condensers for radios (Gross kg)
76 7786802 Pre-set or adjustable capacitors (including trimming condensers), for radios (Gross kg)
77 7786809 Other variable or adjustable (pre-set) capacitors (Gross kg)
78 7786900 Parts of electrical capacitors (Gross kg)
79 7788404 Indicator panels incorporating liquid crystal devices (LCD) or light emitting diodes (LED) (No.)
80 9310221 Semi-conductor devices (e.g. transistors), manufactured from materials imported on consignment basis (Gross kg)
81 9310222 Diodes, manufactured from materials imported on consignment basis (Gross kg)
82 9310224 Memory planes and stacks, manufactured from materials imported on consignment basis (Gross kg)
83 9310229 Parts of electrical and electronic machinery and equipment, manufactured from materials imported on consignment basis (Gross kg)
84 9710104 Goldwire for use in the manufacture of semiconductor devices other than those of sub-item 931.01-14 (Oz t)

ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING
PSCC   PRODUCT

1 7521000 Analogue or hybrid (analogue-digital) automatic data processing machines (No.)
2 7522000
3 7523001 Digital processing units other than those of sub-items 752.30-02 & 752.30-03, whether or not presented with the rest of a system which may

contain in the same housing one or two of the following types of unit: storage units, input units, output units (No.)
4 7523002 Portable digital automatic data processing machines, weighing not more than 10 kg, consisting of at least a central processing unit, keyboard and a display (No.)
5 7523003 Digital automatic data processing machines, presented in the form of systems, other than those of sub-item 752.20-00 (Gross kg)
6 7526000 Input or output units for automatic data processing machines, whether or not presented with the rest of a system and whether or not

containing storage units in the same housing (No.)
7 7527000 Storage units, whether or not presented with the rest of a system (No.)
8 7529001 Control and adapting units (connectable directly or indirectly to the central unit) (No.)
9 7529002 Units of automatic data processing machines, n.e.s. (No.)

10 7529003 Magnetic or optical readers, machines for transcribing data onto data media in coded form and machines for processing such data, n.e.s. (No.)
11 7529009 Other data processing equipment, n.e.s. (No.)
12 7599700 Parts and accessories of the machines of group 752 (Gross kg)
13 7599800 Parts and accessories equally suitable for use with machines of two or more of subgroups 751.1, 7512, 751.9 and group 752 (Gross kg)
14 8984101 Computer magnetic tapes for sound recording or similar recording of other phenomena, of a width not exceeding 4 mm, prepared, unrecorded (Net kg)                 

Digital automatic data processing machines containing in the same housing at least a central processing unit and an input and output unit, whether or not combined (No.)
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PSCC   PRODUCT
15 8984301 Computer magnetic tapes for sound recording or similar recording of other phenomena, of a width exceeding 4 mm but not

exceeding 6.5 mm, prepared, unrecorded (Net kg)
16 8984501 Computer magnetic tapes of a width exceeding 6.5 mm, prepared, unrecorded( Net kg)
17 8985101 Computer magnetic discs and diskettes, unrecorded (Net kg)

OFFICE EQUIPMENT
PSCC   PRODUCT

1 7511301 Automatic typewriters (No.)
2 7511302 Word-processing machines (No.)
3 7512100 Electronic calculators capable of operation without an external source of electric and pocket -size

data recording, reproducing and displaying machines with calculating functions (No.)
4 7512201 Electronic calculating machines incorporating a printing device (No.)
5 7512202 Electronic calculating machines, not incorporating a printing device (No.)
6 7512209 Other calculating machines, n.e.s. (No.)
7 7512300 Accounting machines (including bookkeeping machines) (No.)
8 7512400 Cash registers  (No.) and a display (No.)
9 7512801 Postage-franking machines (No.)

10 7512802 Ticket-issuing machines (No.)
11 7512803 Totalizator machines and other similar machines incorporating a calculating device (No.)
12 7513100 Electrostatic photo-copying apparatus operating by reproducing the original image directly onto the copy (direct process) (No.)
13 7513200 Electrostatic photo-copying apparatus operating by reproducing the original image via an intermediate onto the copy (indirect process) (No.)
14 7519907 Automatic  banknote dispensers or automatic teller machines (No.)
15 7599501 Parts and accessories of the electronic calculating machines of items 751.21 and 751.22 (Gross kg)
16 759.10-00 Parts and accessories of the photo-copying and thermo-copying apparatus of subgroup 751.3 (Gross kg)
17 759.91-00 Parts and accessories of the machines of subgroup 751.1 (Gross kg)
18 759.93-00 Parts and accessories of the machines of subgroup 751.9 (Gross kg)
19 759.95-09 Parts and accessories of other calculating machines under items 751.23, 751.24 and 751.28 (Gross kg)
20 759.98-00 Parts and accessories equally suitable for use with machines of two or more of subgroups 751.1, 751.2, 751.9 and group 752 (Gross kg)           

CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
PSCC   PRODUCT

1 7284913 Video tape rewinders (No.)
2 7611001 Television receivers, color (No.) 
3 7611002 Television receivers, color, whether or not incorporating radiobroadcast receivers or sound or video recording or reproducing apparatus (No.)
4 7611003 Video monitors, color (No.)
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PSCC   PRODUCT
5 7611004 Video projectors, color (No.)
6 7612001 Television receivers, black and white or other monochrome  (No.)
7 7612002 Television receivers, black and white or other monochrome incorporating radiobroadcast receivers or sound or video recording or reproducing apparatus (No.)
8 7612003 Video monitors, black and white or other monochrome (No.)
9 7612004 Video projectors, black and white or other monochrome (No.)

10 7622101 Pocket-size radio cassette players (No.)
7622109 Other radio broadcast receivers capable of operating w/o an external source of power (including apparatus capable of receiving also radio

telephony or radiotelegraphy), combined with sound recording or reproducing apparatus (No.)
7622200 Radiobroadcast receivers capable of operating without an external source of power, (including apparatus capable of receiving

also radiotelephony or radiotelegraphy), not combined with sound recording or reproducing apparatus (No.)
7628100 Other radio broadcast receivers (including apparatus capable of receiving also radiotelephony or

radiotelegraphy), combined with sound recording or reproducing apparatus (No.)
7628200 Other radio broadcast receivers (including apparatus capable of receiving also radiotelephony or radiotelegraphy), not combined with sound

recording or reproducing apparatus but combined with a clock (No.)
7628900 Other radio broadcast receivers (including apparatus capable of receiving also radiotelephony or radiotelegraphy),  not combined with sound

recording or reproducing apparatus nor with a clock (No.)
16 7633100 Record-players, coin or disc-operated, not incorporating a sound recording device (No.)
17 7633301 Record players without loudspeakers, not incorporating a sound recording device (No.)
18 7633309 Other record players, not incorporating a sound recording device, n.e.s. (No.)
19 7633501 Turntables (record-decks), with automatic record changing mechanism, not incorporating a sound recording device (No.)
20 7633509 Other turntables (record-decks), not incorporating a sound recording device (No.)
21 7638101 Video recording or reproducing apparatus, whether or not incorporating a video tuner, magnetic tape-type (No.)
22 7638102 Still image video cameras (No.)
23 7638103 Other video camera recorders (No.)
24 7638109 Other video recording or reproducing apparatus, whether or not incorporating a video tuner (No.)
25 7638301 Sound reproducing apparatus, cassette-type (other than pocket-size) (No.)
26 7638302 Cinematographic sound reproducing apparatus (No.)
27 7638309 Other sound reproducing apparatus, n.e.s. (No.)
28 7638303 Pocket size cassette player (No.)
29 7638403 Magnetic tape recorders, cassette-type, incorporating a sound reproducing device (No.)
30 7638404 Magnetic tape recorders, digital audiotype, incorporating a sound reproducing device (No.)
31 7638405 Cinematographic sound recording apparatus, whether or not incorporating a sound reproducing device (No.)
32 7638406 Magnetic tape recorders , incorporating a sound reproducing apparatus, other than digital audio type and casette type (No.)
33 7638409 Other sound recording apparatus, whether or not incorporating a sound reproducing device (No.)
34 7641103 Videophones (No.)

11

12

13

14

15
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PSCC   PRODUCT
7642101 Microphones having a frequency range of 300 Hz to 3.4 kHz, with a diameter of not exceeding 10

mm and a height not exceeding 10 mm, for telecommunication use (No.)
36 7642109 Other microphones and stands  therefor (No.)
37 7642201 Single loudspeakers, mounted in  their enclosures  (No.)
38 7642202 Multiple loudspeakers, mounted in the same enclosure  (No.)
39 7642301 Box assembly speakers (No.)
40 7642302 Loudspeakers, without housing, having a frequency range of 300 Hz to 3.4 kHz with a diameter of not exceeding 50 mm, for telecommunication use (No.)         
41 7642402 Headphones, earphones and combined microphone/speaker sets, other than those of sub-item 764.24-01 (No.)
42 7642501 Electric amplifiers when used as repeaters in line telephony products  falling within the Information Technology Agreement (ITA) (No.)
43 7642509 Other audio-frequency electric amplifiers (No.)
44 7642600 Electric sound amplifier sets (No.)
45 7649101 Parts of telephone sets and of videophones (Gross kg)
46 7649201 Parts of amplifiers (Gross kg)
47 7649202 Loudspeaker parts (Gross kg)
48 7649203 Microphone parts (Gross kg)
49 7649209 Parts and accessories of other apparatus and equipment of subgroup 764.2 (Gross kg)
50 7649303 Television receiving set antennae, other than those of sub-item 764.93-01 (Gross kg)
51 7649305 Television cabinets (No.)
52 7649306 Television chassis (No.)
53 7649307 Channel selectors or tuners (Gross kg)
54 7649311 Television knobs  (Gross kg)
55 7649319 Other television receiving set parts (Gross kg)
56 7649331 Television camera parts and accessories (Gross kg)
57 7649332 Parts and accessories of the apparatus and equipment of subgroups 764.3 and 764.8 (excluding tv camera parts and accessories) (Gross kg)
58 7649903 Magnetic type sound-heads for recording playback or erasing (Gross kg)
59 7649907 Audio, video tape deck and compact discs (CD) mechanisms (Gross kg) 

7649909 Parts, n.e.s., of and accessories for phonograph (gramophone), dictating machines and other sound recorders and reproducers (including record  
players and tape decks, with or without sound heads), television image & sound recorders and reproducers (Gross kg)

61 7725101 Glass fuses for television and radio receivers (Gross kg)
62 7725804 Audio/video sockets and cathode ray tube (CRT) sockets for television or radio receivers (Gross kg)
63 7725905 Earphone/headphone jacks for television or radio receivers; junction blocks/fusiblelink box for automotive wiring harness (Gross kg)
64 7761100 Color television picture tubes, cathode-ray (including video monitor cathode-ray tubes) (No.)
65 7761200 Black and white or other monochrome television picture tubes, cathode-ray (including video monitor cathode-ray tubes) (No.)
66 7762101 Television camera tubes (No.)
67 7762102 Image converters and intensifiers (No.)

60

35
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PSCC   PRODUCT
68 7762109 Other photo-cathode tubes (No.)
69 7762301 Data/graphic display tubes, colour, with a phosphor dot screen pitch smaller than 0.4 mm (No.)
70 7762302 Data/ graphic display tubes, black & white or other monochrome (No.)
71 7762309 Other cathod-ray tubes, n.e.s. (No.)
72 9310223 Watches, manufactured from materials imported on consignment basis (No)
73 8984109 Other magnetic tapes for sound recording or similar recording of other phenomena, of a width not exceeding 4 mm, prepared, unrecorded (Net kg)

8984309 Other magnetic tapes for sound recording or similar recording of other phenomena, of a width exceeding 4 mm but not exceeding
6.5 mm, prepared, unrecorded (Net kg)

75 8984502 Magnetic tapes for sound recording or similar recording of other phenomena, of a width exceeding 6.5 mm, in pancake forms (Net kg)                
76 8984509 Other magnetic tapes for sound recording or similar recording of other phenomena, of a width exceeding 6.5 mm, prepared, unrecorded (Net kg)
77 8985109 Other magnetic discs, unrecorded (Net kg)
78 8985901 Compact discs (CD) media (Net kg)
79 8985903 Cards incorporating a magnetic stripe (Net kg)
80 8985909 Other prepared unrecorded media, n.e.s. (Net kg)
81 8986100 Magnetic tapes, recorded, of a width not exceeding 4 mm (Gross kg)
82 8986300 Magnetic tapes, recorded, for reproducing phenomena other than sound or image (Gross kg)
83 8986500 Magnetic tapes, recorded, of a width exceeding 4 mm but not exceeding 6.5 mm (Gross kg)
84 8986700 Magnetic tapes, recorded, of a width exceeding 6.5 mm (Gross kg)
85 8987101 Gramophone (phonograph) records for language study (No.)
86 8987102 Gramophone (phonograph) records, other than those for language study (No.)
87 8987901 Recorded computer magnetic discs and diskettes (Gross kg)
88 8987902 Discs for laser reading systems, recorded, for reproducing phenomena other than sound or image (Gross kg)
89 8987903 Discs for laser reading systems, recorded, for reproducing sound only (Gross kg)
90 8987904 Recorded computer media for laser reading systems (e.g., CD-ROM) (Gross kg)
91 8987905 Discs for laser reading systems, recorded, other than those classified in sub-items 898.79-01 to 898.79-03 (Gross kg)
92 8987906 Cards incorporating a magnetic stripe, recorded (Gross kg)
93 8987907 Other recorded media for reproducing phenomena other than sound or image (Gross kg)

8987908 Recorded media for reproducing representations of instructions, data, sound, and image, recorded in a machine readable binary form, 
and capable of being manipulated or providing inter-activity to a user by means of an automatic data processing machine (Gross kg)

95 8987909 Other sound or similar recorded media (including video tapes), n.e.s (Gross kg)
 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
PSCC   PRODUCT

1 7638402 Telephone answering machines (No.)
2 7641101 Line telephone sets with cordless handsets (No.)

74

94
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PSCC   PRODUCT
3 7641102 Telephone sets other than those of sub-item  674.11-01 (No.)
4 7641300 Teleprinters (No.)
5 7641501 Telephonic switching apparatus  (Gross kg)
6 7641502 Telegraphic switching apparatus (Gross kg)
7 7641700 Other apparatus for carrier-current line systems or for digital line systems (No.)
8 7641901 Intercommunication system, telephone network (No.)
9 7641911 Facsimile machines (No.)

10 7641909 Other telephonic apparatus, n.e.s. (No.)
11 7641919 Other telegraphic apparatus, n.e.s. (No.)
12 7642401 Line telephone handsets (No.)
13 7643104 Transmission apparatus other than apparatus for radio-broadcasting or television (Gross kg)
14 7649109 Parts and accessories of other telephonic or telegraphic apparatus (including such apparatus for carrier-current line systems) (Gross kg)
15 7649902 Parts and accessories for cinematographic sound recorders and reproducers (Gross kg)
16 7649908 Parts including printed circuit assemblies for telephone answering machines (Gross kg) 
17 7649334 Parabolic aerial reflector discs for direct broadcasts multi-media systems and parts thereof  (Gross kg)
18 7649301 Aerials and aerial reflectors, of all kinds other than those of sub-items 764.93-33 to 764.93-35 (Gross kg)
19 7649302 Parts of aerials and aerial reflectors (Gross kg)

7649336 Parts of transmission apparatus other than apparatus for radio-broadcasting or television transmission apparatus; digital still image video cameras;
portable receivers for calling, alerting or paging; and paging alert devices (Gross kg)

21 7725801 Telephone plugs (Gross kg)
22 7731101 Winding wire, of copper (Net kg)
23 7731109 Other winding wire (Net kg)
24 7731200 Co-axial cable and other co-axial conductors (Net kg)
25 7731401 Communication cables, 900 pairs and larger, fixed with connectors, for a voltage not exceeding 80 V (Net kg)
26 7731402
27 7731403 Stalpeth cable fitted with connectors, for a voltage not exceeding 80 V (Net kg)
28 7731404 Lead-covered terminating cables fitted with connectors, for a voltage not exceeding 80 V (Net kg)
29 7731405 Submarine communication cables fitted with connectors, for a voltage not exceeding 80 V (Net kg)
30 7731407 Telephone cables, fitted with connectors voltage not exceeding 80 V (Net kg)
31 7731421 Communication cables, 900 pairs and larger, not fitted with connectors, for a voltage not exceeding 80 V (Net kg)
32 7731422

33 7731423 Stalpeth cables, not fitted with connectors, for a voltage not exceeding 80 V (Net kg)
34 7731424 Lead-covered terminating cables, not fitted with connectors, for a voltage not exceeding 80 V  (Net kg)
35 7731425 Submarine communication cables, not fitted with connectors, for a voltage not exceeding 80 V (Net kg)

20

Litz wire (fine copper wire covered with cotton or nylon thread used in radio or television coils) and shielded wire, fitted with connectors, for a voltage not exceeding 80 V (Net kg)

Litz wire, (fine copper wire covered with cotton or nylon thread used in radio or television coils) and shielded wire, not fitted with connectors , for a voltage not exceeding 80 V 
(Net kg)
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36 7731427 Shielded wire of a kind used in the manufacture of automotive wiring harness( Net kg) 
37 7731429 Other electric conductors, not fitted with connectors, for a voltage not exceeding 80 V (Net kg)
38 7731501
39 7731502

40 7731503 Stalpeth cables, fitted with connectors, for a voltage exceeding 80 V but not exceeding 1,000 V (Net kg)
41 7731504 Lead-covered terminating cables, fitted with connectors, for a voltage exceeding 80 V but not exceeding 1,000 V (Net kg)
42 7731505 Submarine communication cables, fitted with connectors, for a voltage exceeding 80 V but not exceeding 1,000 V ( Net kg)
43 7731509 Other electric conductors, fitted with connectors, for a voltage exceeding 80 V not 1000v (Net kg)

7731511
1,000 V (Net kg)

45 7731512

46 7731513 Stalpeth cables, not fitted with connectors, for a voltage exceeding 80 V but not exceeding 1,000 V (Net kg)
47 7731514 Lead-covered terminating cables, not fitted with connectors, for a voltage exceeding 80V but not exceeding 1000 V (Net kg)
48 7731515 Submarine communication cables, not fitted with connectors, for a voltage not exceeding 80 V but not exceeding 1,000 V (Net kg)
49 7731800

COMMUNICATION AND RADAR
PSCC   PRODUCT

1 7643101 Transmission apparatus for radiotelephony, radio telegraphy, radio broadcasting or television (Gross kg)
2 7643103 Transmission apparatus for navigational use (Gross kg)
3 7643201 Transmission apparatus incorporating reception apparatus, for radiotelephony, radiotelegraphy, radio broadcasting or television
4 7643203 Transmission apparatus incorporating reception apparatus, for navigational use (No.)
5 7643204 Cellular phones (No.)
6 7648101 Portable receivers for calling, alerting or paging, paging alert devices (No.)
7 7648109 Other radio telephonic or radiotelegraphic receivers (No.)
8 7648200 Television cameras (No.)
9 7648301 Radar apparatus (No.)

10 7648302 Radio navigational aid apparatus (No.)
11 7648303 Radio remote control apparatus for toys (No.)
12 7648304 Radio remote control apparatus and other than for toys (No.)
13 7649304 Parts of radio remote control apparatus for toys (Gross kg)
14 7649321 Radio cabinets (Gross kg)

44 Communication cables, 900 pairs and larger and co-axial cables, not fitted with connectors, for a voltage exceeding 80 V but not exceeding 

Litz wire (fine copper wire covered with cotton or nylon thread used in radio or television coils) and shielded wire, not fitted with connectors, for a voltage exceeding 80 V but not 
exceeding 1,000 V (Net kg)

Optical fiber cables made up of individually sheathed fibers, whether or not assembled with electric conductors or fitted with connectors (Net kg)

Communication cables, 900 pairs and larger and co-axial cables, fitted with connectors, for a voltage exceeding 80 V but not exceeding 1,000 V (Net kg)
Litz wire (fine copper wire covered with cotton or nylon thread used in radio or television coils) and shielded  wire, fitted with connectors, for a voltage exceeding 80 V but not 
exceeding 1,000 V (Net kg)
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15 7649322 Radio knobs (Gross kg)
16 7649323 Radio chassis (Gross kg)
17 7649324 Radio dials and dial assemblies (Gross kg)
18 7649329 Other radio receiver parts and accessories (Gross kg)
19 7649333 Telescopic, rabbit and dipole antennae for television or radio receivers (Gross kg)
20 7649335 Other aerials or antennae of a kind used with apparatus for radio-telephony and radio-telegraphy (Gross kg)

CONTROL AND INSTRUMENTATION
PSCC   PRODUCT

1 8713100 Microscopes (other than optical microscopes) and diffraction apparatus (No.)
2 8713900 Parts and accessories of microscopes (other than optical microscopes) and diffraction apparatus (Gross kg)
3 8714100 Stereoscopic microscopes (No.)
4 8714300 Other microscopes for photomicrography, cinephotomicrography or micro projection (No.)
5 8714900 Parts and accessories of compound optical microscopes (including those of microphotography, micro cinematography or micro projection) (Gross kg)
6 8742209 Other drawing, marking-out or mathematical calculating instruments (No.)
7 8742601 Parts and accessories for the electrical (including electronic) measuring or checking instruments, appliances and machines of item 874.25 (Gross kg)
8 8742609 Parts and accessories of other measuring or checking instruments, appliances and machines of item 874.25 (Gross kg)
9 8743109 Instruments & apparatus for measuring/checking flow/level of liquids (No.)

10 8743509 Other instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking pressure (No.)
11 8743700 Other instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking other variables of liquids or gases (No.)
12 8743909 Other parts and accessories for the instruments and apparatus of subgroup 874.3 (Gross kg)
13 8744200 Chromatographs and electrophoresis instrument (No.)
14 8744300 Spectrometers, spectrophotometers and spectrographs using optical radiations (UV, visible, IR) (No.)
15 8744400 Exposure meters (No.)
16 8744500 Other instruments and apparatus using optical radiations (UV, visible, IR) Instruments and apparatus for physical or chemical analysis, n.e.s. (No.)
17 8744600 Instrument and apparatus for physical and chemical analysis, n.e.s. (No.)
18 8744901 Microtomes (Gross kg)
19 8744902 Parts and accessories of the instruments and apparatus of subgroup 874.4 (Gross kg)
20 8745101 Balances of sensitivity of 5 cg or better, with or without weights (No.)
21 8745102 Parts and accessories for balances of sensitivity of 5 cg or better with or without weights (Gross kg)
22 8745209 Instruments, apparatus/models, designed for demonstration purposes, n.e.s. (No.)
23 8746300 Pressure regulators and controllers (manostats) (No.)
24 8746501 Hydraulic or pneumatic regulating or controlling instruments and apparatus (No.)
25 8746509 Other regulating or controlling instruments and apparatus, n.e.s. (No.)
26 8746900 Parts and accessories for automatic regulating or controlling instruments and apparatus (Gross kg)
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27 8747100 Instruments and apparatus for measuring or detecting ionizing radiations (No.)
28 8747300 Cathode-ray oscilloscopes and cathode-ray oscillographs (No.)
29 8747501 Multimeters (No.)
30 8747509 Other instruments and apparatus, for measuring or checking voltage, current, resistance or power, without a recording device, n.e.s. (No.)

8747700 Other instruments and apparatus specially designed for telecommunication (e.g., cross-talk meters, gain measuring instruments,
distortion factor meters, psophometers)   (No.) 

32 8747801 Other instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking electrical quantities, n.e.s., with a recording device (No.)
33 8747802 Other instrument and apparatus for measuring or checking electrical quantities, without a recording device (No.)
34 8747900 Parts and accessories for the instruments and apparatus of subgroup 874.7 (Gross Kg)
35 8749000 Parts and accessories for machines, appliances, instruments & apparatus of 874, n.e.s. (Gross kg)

8813501 Apparatus and equipment for automatically developing photographic (including cinematographic) film or paper in rolls or for automatically exposing
developed film to rolls of photographic paper (Gross kg)

37 8813503 Cinematographic reducers and enlargers (Net kg)
38 8813509 Other apparatus and equipment for photographic (including cinematographic) laboratories; negatoscopes (Gross kg)
39 8813600 Parts and accessories for the apparatus and equipment of item 881.35 (Gross kg)

MEDICAL / INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTATION
PSCC   PRODUCT

1 7741101 Electro-cardiographs (No.)
2 7741102 Parts and accessories of electro-cardiographs (Gross kg)

7741201 Other electro-diagnostic apparatus (including apparatus for functional exploratory examination or for checking physiological parameters) other than
those of sub-items 774.12-03 to 774.12-05 (No.)

4 7741202 Parts and accessories of sub-item 774.12-01, 774.12-03 to 774.12-05 (Gross kg)
5 7741203 Ultrasonic scanning apparatus (No.)
6 7741204 Magnetic resonance imaging apparatus (No.)
7 7741205 Scintigraphic apparatus (No.)
8 7741301 Ultra-violet or infra-red ray apparatus (No.)
9 7741302 Parts and accessories of ultra-violet or infra-red ray apparatus (Gross kg)

10 7742101 Apparatus based on the use of x-rays , for medical, surgical (dental) or veterinary uses (including radiography or radiotelegraphy apparatus) (No.)
11 7742102 Apparatus based on the use of x-rays for dental uses  (No.)
12 7742103 Computed tomography apparatus   (No.)
13 7742109 Apparatus based on the use of x-rays, for other uses (No.)
14 7742201 Apparatus based on the use of alpha, beta or gamma radiations, for medical, surgical, dental or veterinary uses (including radiotherapy apparatus) (No.)
15 7742209 Apparatus based on the use of alpha, beta or gamma radiations, for other uses (No.)
16 7742901 X-ray generators, x-ray screens, x-ray high tension generators (No.)

31
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PSCC   PRODUCT
17 7742902 X-ray control panels and desks, x-ray examination or treatment tables, chairs and the like (No.)
18 7742909 Parts, n.e.s., of and accessories for the apparatus falling under subgroup 774.2 (Gross kg)
19 7787801 Signal generators  (No.)
20 7788201 Electrical signaling, safety or traffic control equipment for railways and tramways (No.)

7788209 Electrical signaling, safety or traffic control equipment for roads, inland water-ways, parking
facilities, port installations or airfields, n.e.s. (other than those of item 791.91) (No.)

22 7788300 Parts of the equipment of item 778.82 (Gross kg)
23 7788401 Fire alarm and fire alarm systems (No.)
24 7788402 Electric vapor or gas alarms and flame alarms (flame detectors) (No.)
25 7788403 Electric burglar alarms (No.)
26 7788405 Electric bells, buzzers, door chimes and the like (No.)
27 7788409 Other electric sound or visual signaling apparatus (other than for cycles or motor vehicles of item 778.34) (No.)
28 7788500 Parts of electric sound or visual signaling apparatus (Gross kg)
29 8996100 Hearing aids (excluding parts and accessories) (No.)
30 8996700 Pacemakers for stimulating hearts muscles (excluding parts and accessories) (No.)

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS
PSCC   PRODUCT

7621100 Radiobroadcast receivers not capable of operating without an external source of power, of a kind used in motor vehicles (including apparatus 
capable of receiving also radiotelephony or radiotelegraphy),  combined with sound recording or reproducing  apparatus  (No.)

7621200 Radiobroadcast receivers not capable of operating without an external source of power, of a kind used in motor vehicles (including apparatus 
capable of receiving also radiotelephony or radiotelegraphy), not combined with sound recording or reproducing apparatus  (No.)

3 7642303 Loudspeakers, not mounted in their enclosures, other than those of sub-items 764.23-01 and 764.23-02  (No.)
4 7783404 Horns and sirens and other electrical sound signaling appliances of a kind used for motor vehicles, unassembled (Gross kg)
5 7783413 Horns and sirens and other electrical sound signaling appliances of a kind used for motor vehicles, assembled (Gross kg)
6 7783419 Other electrical lighting and signaling equipment, for cycles or motor vehicles, assembled (Gross kg)
7 7843301 Brakes and servo-brakes, and parts thereof (excluding mounted brake linings) of the motor vehicles of group 722,781,782 and 783 (Gross kg)

1
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